Mattresses - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Mattresses in US$ Million by the following Product Segments: Traditional Innerspring, and Non-Innerspring (Specialty). The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, and Rest of World. Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2014 through 2020. Also, a seven-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

The report profiles 270 companies including many key and niche players such as -

- Boyd Specialty Sleep
- King Koil
- Kingsdown Inc.
- Relyon Limited
- Restonic Mattress Corporation
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Table 82: Australian Historic Review for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 83: Australian 14-Year Perspective for Mattresses by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5b. CHINA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Rising Importance of Chinese Bedding in the US
Rising Consumer Affluence: Favorable Prospects for Luxury Mattresses

Production Scenario
Table 84: Mattress Production in China (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Unit Production by Material Type
(includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Product Launch
Strategic Corporate Developments

B. Market Analytics

Table 85: China Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 86: China Historic Review for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 87: China 14-Year Perspective for Mattresses by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Sc. INDIA

A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Organized Mattresses Market Makes Steady Gains
Table 88: Indian Organized Mattresses Market (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Value Sales by Type Coir/Rebonded Foam, and Spring/Premium Foam (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
“Alternating Pressure” Mattresses Gain Popularity
Manufacturers Offer Advanced Mattresses to Lure Customers
Premium Mattresses: Flavor of the Season
Select Players

B. Market Analytics

Table 89: Indian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 90: Indian Historic Review for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 91: Indian 14-Year Perspective for Mattresses by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5d. REST OF ASIA-PACIFIC

A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Malaysia
Korea
Beds & Mattress Trends
Main Consumer/Buying Traits
Major Mattress Pricing Trends & Channels of Distribution
Product Launches
Strategic Corporate Developments

B. Market Analytics

Table 92: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 93: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 94: Rest of Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Mattresses by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6. LATIN AMERICA

Market Analysis

Table 95: Latin American Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Mattresses by Geographic Region
Brazil and Rest of Latin American Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million
for the Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 96: Latin American Historic Review for Mattresses by Geographic Region
Australia, China, India and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 97: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Mattresses by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Australia, China, India and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 98: Latin American Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 99: Latin American Historic Review for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 100: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Mattresses by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
6a. BRAZIL
Market Analysis
Table 101: Brazilian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 102: Brazilian Historic Review for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 103: Brazilian 14-Year Perspective for Mattresses by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
6b. REST OF LATIN AMERICA
Market Analysis
Table 104: Rest of Latin American Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 105: Rest of Latin American Historic Review for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 106: Rest of Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Mattresses by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
7. REST OF WORLD
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Product Launches
Strategic Corporate Developments
Vono Products Plc (Nigeria)
A Major Player
B. Market Analytics
Table 107: Rest of World Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 108: Rest of World Historic Review for Mattresses by Product Segment
Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for the Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 109: Rest of World 14-Year Perspective for Mattresses by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Traditional Innerspring and Non-Innerspring (Specialty) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Total Companies Profiled: 270 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 281)
The United States (127)
Canada (17)
Japan (2)
Europe (84)
  - France (4)
  - Germany (6)
  - The United Kingdom (27)
  - Italy (9)
  - Spain (1)
  - Rest of Europe (37)
Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (39)
Latin America (1)
Africa (5)
Middle East (6)
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